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Joe MacKechnie

Stan Miller

JOE MACKECHNIE is a man who genuinely loves

STAN MILLER is not only a talented fine artist and

what he is doing and recognizes that he is doing it well.
Becoming an artist was not the lifetime career choice for
him. Art is the career his heart discovered after he
retired. Joe looks at the world through new, more
appreciative eyes now; he sees beauty and excitement
wherever he looks and charges into creating it on paper or
canvas with pencils, paints, pastels and passion. Students
who have taken a class from him can watch the expression
on his face change as he captures the likeness of a model’s
smile or the delicacy of her hand at rest.
Joe was born in Alaska but raised in Seattle, attending
Rainier High School and earning a degree in Civil
Engineering from the University of Washington, where his
wife is employed and both their daughters also earned
degrees. The first half of his career was with the City of
Seattle, then Metro, then a private firm. His work took him to
many beautiful places in the U.S.: Wyoming, Utah, Montana,

art instructor, he is also a creative person in many other
areas of his life. He writes articles for magazines, writes
thought provoking poetry, composes music for the piano and
plays the guitar. In this seemingly chaotic and noisy world
his hope is that people who see his artwork will experience a
sense of peacefulness…to be quiet, reflective, contemplative
and view a familiar subject in a new way. He enjoys painting
traditional subjects that convey an untraditional emotional
response.
“Art is a re-creation of life. It parallels life. It is the mirror
for humanity. The song, book, language, word, dance,
drama, sculpture, poem, painting are all brothers and sisters
and all analogies of life. When someone views art or
practices it, they become involved in communication,
receiving or creating ideas of subject or element
arrangement as well as ideas of who we were, are or should
be. Involvement in art immerses us in thoughts of unity-
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Welcome to traveling in Europe for the months of
the new
May and June and accumulated many
academic year
sketches and photos to paint. One is my
of the Northwest Waterworks entry. Did you enter?
Watercolor
Are you involved? Have you
Society. We will
volunteered for even a minor task for
have our first
NWWS? We need all of you. Do you
membership
know that 50 of our members are
meeting on
serving in some capacity. Some as
September 24th with our own Joe
officers; many as committee chairs or
MacKechnie as presenting artist.
assistants. Please try to give back a little
October 23rd will feature Stan Miller,
to the organization the means so much
juror for the Waterworks show.
to all of us.
While we have not been meeting
during the summer, this does not mean
Peace,
that your leadership has been idle. The
Jeff Waters
Digital Divas have been hard at work.
President
Molly Murrah, Cheri Connell
and Debbie Haggman are
revising and updating our
database, website and show
entry procedures. This is a
huge but vitally important
project taking place behind
the curtain.
Congratulations to
Charlene Freeman for her
magnificent first edition of the
newsletter. My baby is in very
good hands.
As you may know I was
Beached – Noordwijk, Holland
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Anniversary will be our

Biggest Event Ever!
In the Year of 2015
the NWWS will have only
ONE Juried Exhibition
on.

Save the Dates
July 6 - 10, 2015
Watercolor Workshops with
World Renowned Artists
Alvvaro Castagnet and Judy Mo
NWWS Retrospective Exhibition

Saturday, July 11, 201

NWWS Convention, Reception
Diamond Gala Awards Banque

I have been thrilled with the
response received from readers
regarding my first issue of Hot Press.
Thank you all!
With this issue, I share my interview
with Ona Kingdon, a master of
watercolor and originality, and a stepby-step article from one of my favorite
local artists, Joe Mac Kechnie. Thank
you to both Ona and Joe for their
generosity in sharing their work,
information and inspiration with
NWWS.
With this issue of Hot Press we are
launching another regular feature,
reViews, brought to you by our digital
librarian and past NWWS president,
Lola Deaton. An accomplished
watercolorist and tireless leader, Lola,
has taken on the task of updating our
Digital Library which offers NWWS
members scores of instructional and
inspiring DVDs. In this and upcoming
issues of Hot Press, Lola will review
DVDs from our digital library for you
and invites you all to send in your
reviews as well. Thank you Lola for your
dedication, enthusiasm, and brilliance!
As always, I welcome story
suggestions, insights and opinions from
you all.

Letters
Wow is all I can say! I’m a member of
NWWS, but I live in San Diego, am
currently president of SDWS. This is the
very best newsletter I’ve ever seen! Wow
again! I absolutely love the interview
with Janet Flom, I can’t wait to sit down
and read the whole thing.





 the
So thanks
for volunteering to do


newsletter,
it’s wonderful!


Ally Benbrook

www.allybenbrook.com



That was a stunning issue of Hot Press
Charlene.
I really enjoyed the story on our first
place winner of the open show, Janet
Flom.
Congrats!
Char Haugen

Charlene Freeman –
New Editor for Hot Press

Myrtle-Anne Rempel

I just joined NWWS in June and am very
impressed with the Hot Press issue. I
really love the interview of the artist
section. It really helps to hear how
other artists got started. Keep up the
great work!!!!!!
Fondly,
Pam Seaberg

L

Charlene Collins Freeman, NWWS
www.charlenecollinsfreeman.com

Congratulations to our
newest NWWS
Signature Member!

L

Hot Press has a new editor.
Please send all submissions
to Charlene at
charlene.freeman@me.com.

Looking for
Information
We are trying to locate
information on the following
painting and artist. It was
purchased in 1975 at the
Northwest Watercolor Society
Annual Exhibition, the title is
"Magic Morning" by F. B.
Nelson. If you have any
information, please contact
Judy Kirby at 206-303-0459.
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Interview with an Artist

Ona Kingdon
that feeling but equally I might reduce
the detail if it doesn’t help to convey
my message.
Colour palette is also very important
to me in helping to create the ‘soul’ in
a painting. I enjoy the subtleties of
glazing to build shape and form and
develop the colours I feel best convey
the atmosphere I am after.
Every colour and combination of
colours expresses emotion; the strong
vibrant reds have power and energy,
the blues are more calming. A palette
of complimentary colours creates
excitement, drama, a more modern
contemporary feel and an element
of fun in a painting. In contrast an
analogous colour palette creates a
loving, calming, inviting and classical
sensation.

Interes-Ted
21.5 x 17.5

The first time I saw a watercolor by
Ona Kingdon was just a few months
ago, when she posted a photo of her
portrait Interes-Ted on Facebook.
Given that Ona began painting
profesionally just a few years ago, in
2009, I’m not surprised that I wasn’t
familiar with her work. But I began
following her posts on Facebook which
quickly led me to her blog. Her work
is filled with gorgeous light, original
subjects, and a mastery of technique. It
didn’t take me long to approach her for
an interview.
I’d like to start off with general life
questions: where were you born, where
did you study, where are your roots?
I was born, grew up and went to school
in England. I went onto university to
train to be a teacher of the deaf. I got
married and had two wonderful children. We all moved to Canada at the
end of 2005.
Having a career as a teacher of the
deaf, getting married and raising a
family and then moving to Canada
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took up my life. I didn’t begin painting
seriously until 2009 when I stopped
working. My years of working with
deaf children however helped me to
develop a strong understanding of
how feelings, emotions and knowledge
can be communicated visually. When
I began drawing and painting again I
decided to use this experience and to
paint, in essence, the emotions of life.
What are your goals as you paint?
I use almost exclusively transparent
watercolour to build shape, form and
create atmosphere in my paintings.
I do paint realistically but I am not
concerned about achieving photo
realism.
My main goal is to capture a feeling or
emotion as I paint. This is what I have
in mind rather than rendering all the
detail of the texture of an object or of
a person exactly as it really is. For this
reason, I do accentuate or change
certain aspects of my subject as I paint.
I might make hair more wispy if it is
being blown by the wind to capture

I also like to play with elments of warm
and cool colors within a painting as a
way to accentuate the message I want
to convey.
I paint or am planning a painting
almost every day. I often get asked,
‘How long does it take to paint a
picture?’ I glaze, which isn’t a quick
process, but a painting doesn’t
begin when that magical first dab
of paint touches the paper. There is
almost as much time spent in the
planning as there is in the actual
painting stage.
I explore the composition for a long
time, playing around with different
ideas. I tend to work from multiple
photographs and some element of
imagination for each painting so this
initial stage is very crucial in order to
create a composition that will work.
I will also play around with colour
palettes for the painting although I
never do actual studies on paper. I
paint the picture in my head so when
I begin putting paint on the paper I
usually have a very clear idea of what I
want the finished painting to look like.
I use individual references as I paint
for the details but a lot of the time I am
just using the picture in my head.

Interview with an Artist

Ona Kingdon

Would you share the steps that led you to create your award
winning watercolor Baby on Board?
When my son was a young baby, we went to Switzerland
on holiday and he was fascinated by a large chess set that
was situated across the street from our hotel. His favourite
game was to crawl around and knock over the chess pieces.
I thought this would be a fun idea to play with in a painting.

So why the big pieces? A baby is so small in the world and
yet, it has such a huge impact on the lives of the whole
family. You can plan so much but the unexpected often
happens. So, in my outline, all the chess pieces (the family
members), have followed the rules of life (the game rules)
and positioned themselves ready to reach their ultimate
goal(to check mate the opposing king) but the small baby
just comes along and knocks him over.

I was fascinated by this Thomas Huxely quote: “The chess
board is the world, the pieces are the phenomena of the
universe, the rules of the game are what we call the laws of
Nature.”
Life is full of beaurocracy, rules to obide by and regulations
that stipulate what is the correct way for us to proceed, but
the unexpected sometimes happens, whether this be man
made or natural, and life is all about dealing with these
unexpected twists and turns as well as following the norm.

It is always a challenge to create the atmosphere of a
painting, to put on paper what is inside your soul, to
convey your vision. I didn’t want to use the standard black
and white, good versus bad version of chess, but instead
to inject some subtle colour into the painting, to give it a
surreal mood. I decided to create a suggestion of sky in
the background with a break in the clouds lighting up the
distant castled king. I also wanted another pool of light
around the baby and the fallen king. It took many, many
layers of glazing but I’m pretty pleased with the effect.
Now to bringing the characters in the painting to life.
In my outline I decided to use the image of Alexander
knocking over the chess piece from my reference photo but
instead of the usual sized chess pieces I decided to make
each piece enormous and have the chess board stretching
off into the distance.
As you can see in the first photo of my work in progress, the
actual chess pieces I am using are only small ones. So I had
to take a little liberty with perspective in my drawing.

I felt that gold and pewter/silver pieces would add more
atmosphere than traditional black and white would have
done. I averaged a chess piece a day. Glazing is never a quick
process but I love how the shape and form develop as I add
each subsequent layer.
I enjoyed creating the strong lighting. At this point, I still
needed to add a couple more layers to get the depth and
colour of each shadow on the floor. I developed these
further while working on the other pieces.
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Interview with an Artist

Ona Kingdon
Here is a close-up.

I have now completed all but my centre of interest (the baby
and the fallen king).
In the traditional chess game black and white are used for
the chess pieces but I wanted more colour in this painting. I
did want to keep to the idea of opposites so chose my colour
palette accordingly using mostly the compliments of golden
yellows and purply/ browny greys.
Painting, for me, is all about having fun as well as providing
opportunities to engage the viewer while conveying a
message.
I had a bit of fun in the background castling the king, quite
literally. Castling the king just added to the childhood
fantasy feeling that I wanted to convey.

I really looked forward to the next part, punching the
values on the king and injecting some fun additional colour
into the baby.
I wanted to keep the chess pieces and board quite
mystical in this surreal world, so I kept them
deliberately in ‘soft focus’. In contrast the baby is very much
‘in focus’ because, to me, he represents real life with all its
unexpected twists and turns. I also chose to add another
colour for the babies arms to help draw attention to his
action of knocking over the king.

Baby on Board
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Interview with an Artist

Ona Kingdon

Comfor-Ted was inspired from
“Mothers bring
the quote
the arms of comfort to an
insecure child in a world of
uncertainty” by Reed Markham.
This painting is part of my
new –Ted series of paintings in
which I take words ending in
–Ted as a starting point.
It is simple in design but
hopefully one that many can
connect with in some way,
either as a mother or as a
child.
I kept to an analogous colour
palette to help accentuate that
feeling of calmness and love.

The idea for Time Warp began with a photo of my son
Alexander, aged 16, winking.
I wanted to capture his fun
loving personality in a
painting.

Comfor-Ted
16 x 21

I collected other photos of
him at various stages of his
childhood and then created a
spiralling droste effect clock
in which I could put Alex in a
time warp back through his
childhood.
I wanted to create a slightly surreal feel with Alex
becoming more and more part
of the clock as we travelled
back through time, sort of
symbolic of the way our
memories merge into one
another and become less clear
the longer ago it was.
In contrast I wanted the most
recent Alex to be the most
realistic and appear to be
almost coming out of the
page.

Time Warp

23 x 32
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Interview with an Artist

Ona Kingdon
How do you define success?
Although receiving awards is
awesome what I love most is being
able to connect in some way to the
viewer. That, for me, is the real key to
success.
No painting will ever be perfect.
There will always be elements that, on
reflection, I would do differently; but
I measure my success in the finished
painting’s ability to connect to an
‘audience.’ It doesn’t have to be an ‘I
love‘ connection either, but something
that evokes an emotional response.

Do you take time to get involved with
art organizations?
Identity

13.5 x 20
I also like art that encourages thought.
The idea for my painting Identity
began when I saw a white mask in
an art shop. I love how the mask is
molded to look like a face and yet it is
only plastic, with no emotion. It is so
alien, in a way, to what I love so much
about painting people.
It got me thinking, so much so that I
went back into that store and bought
one of those masks.
I began to think about the idea of self
analysis. Self analysis or assessment
is, in essence, a process by which you
find out about yourself -- what you
like, what you don’t like, and how you
tend to react to certain situations, what
influences you to think and behave the
way you do.
I wanted to play with this ‘mask’ idea,
what is the mask and what is the real
you? Is the real you the mask? What
is left when you take off the mask of
outward appearance? What image do
you portray to others? Are you so used
to depicting an image of who you think
people want you to be that you have
lost the essence of your true self? Do
you have difficulty looking at yourself?
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It’s so good to just suspend disbelief
on occasions and let creativity flow
onto the paper. So instead of a person
looking at the mask I thought why not
have the mask looking at the person…
but which is the mask and which is the
person?

Which artists and art movements
inspire you?
There isn’t one particular artist or
movement that inspires me. I love to
be able to get up close to paintings in
exhibitions and look at how each artist
has achieved certain effects.
This inspires me to experiment and
find my own way of achieving a similar
effect. I also love learning about and
exploring artists who are no longer
with us. I think we can learn a lot from
looking at artists who work in many
different styles and different mediums.
It doesn’t mean to say we have to copy
them or change our own style but
rather take from each artist or art
movement what appeals to us and then
develop the idea in our own way.

I am on the executive committee
and am the show chair for my local
watercolour society. I also manage
their blog and Facebook page.
I am an elected member of the
Canadian Society of Painters in
Watercolour and a signature member of the Pennsylvania Watercolour
Society and the Northwest Watercolor
Society.
Interview with Ona Kingdon
by Charlene Collins Freeman
Editor, Hot Press
Ona has been juried into numerous
exhibits and won presitgious awards
including the 2012 John Singer Sargent Award from the Transparent
Watercolor Society of America
Exhibition. She was juried into the
NWWS 72nd International Exhibition,
earning her signature status for the
Northwest Watercolor Society in 2012.
Ona will be featured in the 2012 Watercolor Artist Magazine ‘One’s to Watch
feature.’ Congratulations Ona!
To learn more about Ona and follow
her artistic path please visit:
Website: www.onak.ca
Blog: emotiveexpressions.blogspot.ca
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After a long summer hiatus, we begin
our ‘new year’ thrilled about all the
73rd year of the Society offers!
One of the exciting prospects coming
this season is the newly renovated,
updated Digital Library. We are adding
to the library over forty of the hottest,
most sought-after new DVDs created
by an array of incredible watercolor
artists/instructors. Many of these
disks feature some of the jurors and
instructors booked for future NWWS
exhibitions and workshops. As a
NWWS membership benefit, these
inspiring DVDs are available for rent at
our monthly NWWS General Meetings.
President Jeff Waters, undertook the
daunting task of bringing the
library into the twenty-first century by
transferring all the outdated videos
to DVD format. Charlene Collins
Freeman, Hot Press editor, completed
the refurbishment by creating
gorgeous, custom labels for all the disks
and I, a previous NWWS president, am
now your digital librarian.
With a brand new look and
expanded
offerings,
we
are
launching another feature of the library:
reViews! In each issue of Hot Press,
we will present reViews of our
library’s DVDs, highlighting the
master artist’s techniques, methods
and point of view; noting whether the
lesson is geared more toward
immediate, advanced painters or
those just beginning their journey into
the magic of watercolor; all the while
striving to fulfill and remain true
to one of the prevalent mission
statements
of
our
founders…
encourage the artistic growth and
creativity of our artist members!
This column is meant to be a fun,
informative and interactive collaboration with all of you. Those of you who
wish to can watch the same DVDs
reviewed and then send in your own
reViews for inclusion in Hot Press.
We will use a one to five star rating
system to score DVDs, with a slight twist.
Instead of stars, we will award
splashes of color! I invite you to share
your thoughts, insights, those ah-ha
light bulb moments, and what you
learned from your digital workshop.

Send in your review and your
score of hopefully five splashes to
charlene.freeman@me.com
for
inclusion in the next issue of Hot Press.
Wishing
artistic
inspiration to all!

growth

and

Lola K Deaton, AWS, NWWS
NWWS Past President/Advisor/Digital
Librarian

V

RE IEWED!
Urban Landscape in Watercolor
John Salminen, AWS DF, NWS
If you are familiar with John
Salminen’s mesmerizing, atmospheric
street scenes, you may already know
that John is an award-winning,
internationally renowned artist, but
what you may not know is that he is
also an extraordinarily gifted teacher!
It took only five minutes into this
DVD to realize that this is a digital
workshop that offers the opportunity
to really learn!
John introduces the important role the
camera plays in the development of
his work; this is where his design work
begins – always mindful of
composition, the arrangement of
values and the relationship between
values.
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For this demonstration, he selects a
ny night
reference photo taken on a rain
in Times Square and the photo of a
girl with an umbrella that he will use
as a replacement for the dark figure of
a traffic cop in the foreground of the
original photo.
The drawing of the painting can be as
complex or as loose as each individual
artist choose. John enjoys the details
and the drawing process of the
painting.

When we reach the end of this
workshop and view the fabulous,
finished painting, Times Square
Umbrella III,, we feel we have just
completed
an
adventure
with
John Salminen as he instructed and shared his philosophy,
wisdom, techniques and methods.
John is an effective, generous and
exemplary instructor in this excellent
DVD. Although it is geared towards
the immediate / advanced painterr, I
recommend beginners put it on their
list of future must-see DVDs.
For the many readers who live in
other parts of the world and are
unable to visit our library at the
monthly NWWS meetings to rent this
DVD, it is available for purchase at
ww
ww
w
w.johnsalminen.com
John’s website at w
or ccpvideos.com.
Five brilliant splashes!

His drawing is intricate. During this
step he demonstrates and explains
perspective, vanishing points, the
logical and effective grid method of
accuratelyy transferring your reference
material to your paper and the use of
both masking fluid and regular home
improvement store masking tape. You
will wonder why we didn’t all know this
simple, but amazing tape technique
once you see the results…definitely a
light bulb moment!

This DVD* receives my highest
nyone
recommendation - a must for an
underthat wishes to grow in their under
standing of design, value and the composing of a masterwork in our magical
medium, watercolor - thank you, John!

John is now ready to applyy paint. He
takes us step-by-step through the
different areas of the painting, always
explaining his reasons in handling
each part as he does. John prefers
vibrant washes of hard-to-define
color
mixes
–
complimentary
sparkling, shimmering reds & greens,
luminouss, grran
nulatin
ng blues & orran
nges
and radiant yellows & purples… these
same complimentary colors are used
to create the luscious, fluid grays
that occupy space in many of his
distinctively moody and dramatic
watercolors.
Moving through the painting, John
pays close attention to design elements
throughout ; he consciously seeks the
minuscule change of values hidden
within closely related value patches
giving significance and brilliance to an
otherwise dull, mundane area that is
now alive with interest.
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Editor’s Contest – Tulips
In each issue of Hot Press, we present an Editor’s Contest. We invite you to paint
your interpretation of the theme of the contest and send in a jpeg of your painting
to the editor at charlene.freeman@me.com. All entries will be published in the next
issue of Hot Press, and a 1st, 2nd and 3rd place shout out given to those works the
editor feels are most compelling.
For the previous issue
of Hot Press, the
contest theme was
“Tulips” and the entries
were inspired!
First Place goes to
Barbara Ford for her
breath taking Tulip
Fields. Gorgeous colors
and technique! JoAnn
Amundson’s Tulips,
with its beautiful
watery washes and
colors get Second Place
and Third Place goes to
Doreen Lindstedt’s
Barbara Ford – Tulip Fields
beautiful The Tulip
Farm. I love the way
she painted those rows
of tulips with so many
layers and splatters of
colors. Honorable
Mentions all around to
Shirley Jordan with
her close up of the red
tulips. Great drama and
sense of depth; to
Roger Baker for his
Tulip Time, with a great
sense of place and use
of colors and to Jeff
Waters, with a
beautiful washy
background and
Doreen Lindstedt – The Tulip Farm
contrasting close up!
Thank you all!

Shirley Jordan – Tulip Challenge

Roger Baker – Tulip Time

JoAnn Amundson – Tulips

Charlene Collins Freeman–
Rows of tulips

Jeff Waters – Tulip Phone
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Editor’s Contest – Local Markets
For this issue, the theme of the Editor’s Contest is Local Markets. They are springing up everywhere and I
couldn’t be more thrilled. Local farmers, craftsmen, artists and artisans!
Here are some photographs I took at Seattle’s lovely Pike Place Market. Feel free to use these or to supply
your own source material for this edition’s editor’s contest. I look forward to seeing your entries! Please
send them in by October 10 to get in the next issue of Hot Press!
- Charlene
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SEPTEMBER PROGRAM, Continued
California, Alaska and upper New York. During the second
half of his career he owned his own business designing and
installing computer networks. After ten years he sold his
company and stayed on as lead sales engineer for the
company who bought it. Four years ago he retired from that
position and set out to follow a new path to become a full
time artist.
During his busy years of working, raising a family and
enjoying the beautiful Pacific Northwest, fine arts hardly
caught his attention; but on a trip to Victoria B.C. in 2002, he
stopped to watch a street artist and was fascinated. He
bought a book on drawing and a set of pencils and began
sketching. That was nine years ago and he hasn’t stopped
since. He finds time to paint or draw every day, not out of a
need for self-induced discipline, but for the pure pleasure
and excitement of creating. He is strongly attracted to using
a variety of drawing mediums and loves the tactile feel of
drawing with charcoal and pastels and how they integrate
well with his style. He also enjoys painting in acrylics and
oils.
But his first love is watercolors; Joe loves the spontaneity
and expressive nature of this medium. He acknowledges it
can sometimes be both exciting and frustrating at the same
time. This unique difficulty with the medium often yields for
him the biggest surprises and expands his insights into more
creative ways to express himself through his art. He is not
fearful of painting grass that is not green or faces that are not
flesh color. He enjoys exploring with colors that challenge his
creative thinking.
He is most inspired by fellow artists and teaching new
artists and is continually amazed by the talent that exists
today in our nation’s master artists. The quality of work, the
mastery of technique and the creative genius he is seeing in
the art being created in our nation and around the world is
truly inspirational for him. “I want to be a part of that
world. The natural world around us offers infinite
opportunity to find inspiration when seen through the
artist’s eyes. I want to share my visions with others and I
found I can do this through my art.”
Watercolor artists that inspire Joe are Alex Powers, Nita
Engle and Charles Reid.
For drawing he looks to
Jim Dine and Kathe
Kollwitz; for pastels the
creativity of Dawn
Emerson and Mark
Demsteader. He says
when he grows up to
become an
accomplished oil
painter it is John singer
Sargent, Richard Schmid
and Clyde Aspevig that
will show him the way.
All these artists are
masters of many
mediums; their styles

are loose yet detailed enough in the focus areas. They all use
high contrasts to create realistic three-dimensional illusions.
He strives for that in his own paintings. Joe’s big hope is that
viewers will be so moved emotionally by his artwork that
they can forget the outside world for a while and immerse
themselves into the vision he has created.
Joe found that in order to teach others he has to break
down what it is he does when he creates a piece of artwork.
This has resulted in improving his art and has lead him in
new directions. He has discovered that making art
challenges, expands, and continually moves him. He enjoys
the progress and new directions in his portraiture. He likes
the impressionistic look and looseness of strokes. He loves to
experiment with different mediums to incorporate layers of
textures, depth and atmosphere. His artwork is continually
evolving.
For the past six years Joe has been teaching workshops
and classes on Portrait, Figure, Composition and Plein Air
Painting at Country Village in Bothell, Cole Gallery in
Edmonds, Women’s University Club in Seattle, and Kaewyn
Gallery in Bothell. He also leads workshops on location in
Europe and, more recently, in Alaska. He is involved with
The Portrait Society of America, the NWWS, The NW Pastel
Society, The Oil Painters of America and has served as
president of the Puget Sound Group of NW
Painters and president of EAFA. His
participation in these art groups and in
teaching are his way of giving back to the art
community that he appreciates and loves.
Joe has won numerous awards
throughout the Northwest including
signature status in NWWS and PSGNWP and
recently was accepted as a contributing
artist to the new “Strokes of Genius 4” book
publication. Please visit his website to learn
more about him and his many awards and to
view his artwork. www.jlmackechnie.com
And plan on joining us for our General
Meeting in September to see Joe’s
demonstration!
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OCTOBER PROGRAM, Continued
so there is hope for all of us who occasionally struggle with
the media. The following year he took it again and not only
did he receive an “A” but he fell in love with the medium as
well. He started selling his artwork before he graduated for as
little as $2.00 a painting. After earning his degrees in
commercial art he made the decision to try to earn a living as
a full time, professional watercolorist and has managed to do
that for more than 30 years.
Stan has won awards for his art all across the U.S., 14 of
them in just the past few years. He has had 5 solo
exhibitions, and been in 9 group exhibitions. He has done
study travel in France, Italy, Ireland, the Greek Islands and
Alaska. He has taught consistently from 1976 to present,

disunity, harmony-disharmony, balance-imbalance, and
humanity as chaotic, overly structured, or joyfully
harmonized in diversified unity.”
Stan is most inspired by great literature, music, art, and
painters such as Wyeth, Homer, Sargent, Degas, Monet, and
Michelangelo. The condition of the world inspires him to
express, to connect with the world, to share who he is and
how he views the world.
If he is disappointed in a piece of his own art, he
reminds himself of how hard the masters worked, hours
upon hours, every day for nearly all their lives, trying to make
each work better. He is amazed at the dedication and
commitment of the great artists to effectively reveal to the
world their view of life. He quotes Michelangelo “If people
knew how hard I’ve worked to achieve my mastery, it
wouldn’t seem so wonderful at all”.
Stan enjoys working from life more than in his studio,
but says he can do much more powerful work in the
studio. Working from life excites him because there is a
model right in front of him, helping him create, two people
working together. As well, on location the land is there,
posing, the light is changing, everything is so fragile. In the
studio he can more effectively fine tune his design, analyze
subtle colors, strokes, nuances, emotions, that he can’t begin
to measure when working from life.
“The medium of watercolor challenges me, not so much
color and technique, that’s craft, anyone can learn that. The
greatest challenge for me in the painting process is design.
Like the director of a play, arranging, positioning the colors,
shapes, textures, light, mood, story…in exactly the right place
so one can achieve the maximum emotional impact
possible. That’s tough.”
Besides watercolor, Stan also works in egg tempera
(considered a form of watercolor by AWS). He uses egg
tempera on paper, using watercolor and dry pigment, and of
course, egg yolk. It is an experiment to some degree to use
this process on paper, but he enjoys the extra depth and oil
painting like appearance that he can achieve. He uses the
tempera thinner than traditional egg tempera, to hopefully
avoid cracking as the years go by.
Stan received a “C” in his first watercolor class in college,
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mostly in the Spokane area but also in many other states and
in France and Trinidad. Stan is gifted with a creative mind
and thoughtful spirit and his faith is important to him.
Stan plans to do a demo and a short Powerpoint
presentation for our October meeting. Please visit his web
site for further information about his workshops and classes
and to view more of his artwork. www.stanmiller.com

The Stan Miller workshop has a few spaces
available. If you would like to come and paint
with this award-winning artist, act now!
The workshop runs from
October 22-October 26, 2012.
The cost is $400 for NWWS members and
$500 for non-members.
To sign up contact shirleylee136@hotmail.com
or call (425) 890-9289.

Member News
Kay Barnes is now a member of the
Puget Sound Group of Northwest
Painters. This multi-media art
association has been exclusively a
men’s group for decades and Kay is the
second woman invited to petition for
membership. Kay’s painting, Rushing to
Judgment, is included in Splash 13:
Alternative Approaches.

Kathy Collins, Rainy Day, Bando,

Kathy Collins’ painting, Rainy Day,
Bando, was accepted into the
Watercolor West annual juried show in
Brea, California, opening October 13th
at the City of Brea Art Gallery.
Sandra Pearce’s work was exhibited at
Walters Cultural Art Center Gallery, in a
two-person show (with photographer
Tom Jacquemin). Sandra’s 28 pieces
included landscapes, cityscapes,
waterscapes and interiors, many of

which featured figures, backlight and
reflections. The WCAC Gallery show in
Hillsboro, Oregon ran from August 7
through September 25, 2012.
Kris Preslan, NWS,TWSA
(www.preslanart.com) had a painting
accepted in the 36th annual national
juried exhibition of the Transparent
Watercolor Society of America and was
the recipient of
the John Dioszegi
award. The
exhibition is held
at the Public
Museum in
Kenosha
Wisconsin and
continues through
August 5th. Kris’
painting Cars I’ll
Never Own #10
was selected for
the XLIV Annual
Watercolor West
Exhibition at the
city of Brea Art
Gallery.
Roberta M.
Tiemann has
been awarded signature status into the
Rocky Mountain National Watermedia
Society having had a fourth painting
juried into the 39th Annual National
Watermedia Exhibition, to be held at
the Foothills Art Center in Golden,
Colorado. She also received an
Honorable Mention in the Montana
Watercolor Society’s Members Only
Juried Exhibition at the Custer Art and
Heritage Center in Miles City, Montana.

Accepted Artists Have Shipping Alternative
NWWS asks that artists accepted into our exhibitions, who need to ship
their paintings to Seattle, use Phoenix Art Restoration and Custom Framing.
For a nominal fee they will receive, uncrate, store, deliver, retrieve, re-crate, and
arrange return shipment of your artwork. For an additional fee, according to the
size of your painting, they will take your rolled or flat watercolor painting, mat it
and frame it, and then provide their other services. This is indeed good news for
those who have to ship from afar. Now you have a “rent a frame” option!
Go to phoenixartrestoration@ hotmail.com or website
www.phoenixartrestoration.com.

Ann Breckon is offering
the following classes
and workshops:
FOGGY FIELDS
This is a great foggy scene of pumpkins
waiting for harvest, with trees and farm
buildings fading away in the background.
Sept. 17-18 (Mon-Tue), 10-4 & 9:303:30 in the Bellevue Daniel Smith (new
time due to new store hours). $150.
Register with Bellevue Daniel Smith.

COUNTRY BARNS
Couldn’t you just happily paint barns
year around? This will be a good
perspective and composition lesson.
Oct. 22-23 (Mon-Tue) 10-4 both days, in
the Seattle Daniel Smith. $150.
Register with the Seattle Daniel Smith.
Free demonstrations! Saturday
September 29th, 11 am and 1:45 pm.
Seattle Store.

PT. ROBINSON LIGHTHOUSE
This small lighthouse sits on a point of
land with Mt. Rainier in the background.
Breathtaking and charming. Nov. 12-13
(Mon-Tue) 10-4 & 9:30-3:30 in the
Bellevue Daniel Smith (new time due to
new store hours). $150. Register
directly with Ann Ph: 425-644-4245,
Email: annbreckon@gmail.com.

SILVER BELLS & RED BOWS
Christmas fun! We will do a number of
small paintings combining shiny bells
with ribbons. Great for cards or small
gifts. Dec. 2-3 (Sun-Mon) 11-5 & 10-4 in
the Seattle Daniel Smith. $75/day.
Register directly with Ann Ph: 425-6444245, Email: annbreckon@gmail.com.

WEEKLY COLOR CLASSES
Each week we study a new color term,
scheme or idea, with accompanying
illustrated handout, and then do a
painting using this knowledge.
Reference photos and sketch outlines
are provided. Topics range from
landscape to floral, figures, still life and
even abstract. It’s a great way to make
new friends and learn skills. Classes are
$30 each for three hours of instruction.
Every level of painting experience is
welcome. Thursdays 10-1 at the Seattle
Daniel Smith, Fridays 10:30-1:30 at the
Bellevue Daniel Smith. Contact Ann to
register Ph: 425-644-4245, Email:
annbreckon@gmail.com. You may also
register through PayPal at
www.annbreckon.com.
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Opportunities
WORKSHOPS
Kay Barnes is teaching her 8 week Fall
watercolor classes beginning September
17th, ending November 7th. She is
taking reservations to hold a space in
her upcoming series of classes. Visit
Kay’s website, www.kaybarnes.com for
further information. Kay Barnes CWS
NWWS, kay@kaybarnes.com,
206.372.7611

Jacqui Beck will be teaching her
Igniting Creativity workshop November
3-4 at ArtEast in Issaquah [$175]. Join
this stimulating, hands-on class to
experience many ways of expressing
yourself. Everyone is welcome. To
register: http://arteast.org/; 425-3923191. Jacqui is also presenting at Artist
Connect (Edmonds) on Saturday
September 22 on Creativity for Art &
Life. She will talk about the creative
decision-making process and personal
meaning and expression in the art
process. 201 2nd Ave S. Edmonds WA
98020 Meeting is from 10:00 – 12:00.
Presentation is at 11:00.

Charlene Collins Freeman, NWWS
offers weekly classes and monthly
workshops in beginning watercolors,
sketchbook & drawing for children,
teenagers and adults. Classes and
workshops are held at Artmusica, 10011
Main St., Bothell, WA. Visit Charlene’s
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website at www.charlenecollinsfreeman.com or email her at
Charlene.freeman@me.com for more
information.
Nancy Grigsby is teaching a 3-day
beg/intermediate watercolor workshop
Oct. 19-21 at the new Jansen Art Center,
321 Front Street, in Lynden. The
workshop will focus on watercolor
properties & color choices; value vs.
color; and how to tell when you painting
is finished. Each day will include
instructor demos, plenty of opportunity
for students to paint, individualized
assistance, and daily critique and
sharing. Hours: 9:30-4:30 daily (1 hour
lunch break with many nearby
restaurants). Tuition: $225. For details,
see nmgrigsbystudios.com and click
‘Workshops’ or call Sue Lobland,
Executive Director, Jansen Art Center,
360-354-3600 to register.
Dan Riley and Joe MacKechnie are
offering the following two workshops at
Arts Umbrella at Country Village in
Bothell, WA: Figure Drawing (3-day
workshop), September 21-23, 2012,
Drawing Portraits (3-day workshop),
October 26-28, 2012. Contact:
rileydk@comcast.com.
Jeannie Grisham will be teaching an
intensive water-media workshop that
will take you from pure transparent
watercolor into an exciting mixed media
of all water soluble materials. From
gouache, pastel, crayons, collage and
acrylic you will have fun and play again.
Jeannie has developed exercises of
design to help you with composition
problems and steps to help create a
cohesive design and composition. Let
yourself go in a new creative
direction. A Step Beyond Watercolor
Weekend workshop on Bainbridge
Island, WA, September 1516 $225 Some materials are included.
Contact Winslow Art Center 206-6183112 or Jeannie Grisham 206-842-9567
Zien Studio presents a Kim Johnson
Watercolor Workshop on Portrait/figure
& background. August 21-24, 2012, 9
until 3:30 pm Tues-Friday at the Zien
Studio (596 Parrish Rd, Sequim). $400

Participants will gain confidence in
painting the human and animal form in
portrait, upgrade painting ability, and
learn to be more analytical of own &
other’s paintings. For more info please
visit www.kj-art.com.
Bev Jozwiak and Vickie Nelson
Workshop Sept. 17-21, 2012, Cannon
Beach, Oregon. Cost: $450.00. Live, eat
and breathe art by staying at the
beautiful Tolovana Inn for the complete
workshop experience. To reserve a place
send $100 deposit to: Bev Jozwiak
(Checks payable to:Bev Jozwiak), 315 W.
23rd. St., Vancouver, Washington 98660.
Contact Vickie Nelson with any
questions at vickienelsonstudios
@comcast.net. To see more work and for
a list of other workshops, please visit
their websites www.bevjozwiak.com and
www.vickienelson.com.
Kay Barnes is hosting an Eric Wiegardt
“Secrets of Painting Loose” workshop
November 13-16th – 9:00am -4:00pm at
Kay Barnes Studio in Woodinville. $445
for this 4 day workshop! For additional
information call Mae or Kay @ 206 372
7611 or visit her website;
www.kaybarnes.com for further
information.
American Artist’s fourth annual
Weekend With the Masters Workshop
and Conference. September 5-8, 2012.
Rancho Bernardo Inn in San Diego four-day weekend of drawing, painting,
and learning with some of America’s
most acclaimed artists. - registration at
www.AAMastersWeekend.com.

EXHIBITS
The Overlake Hospital Healing Arts
exhibition/sale is currently up through
November 18, 2012. Then we will again
rotate the paintings that did not sell.
There is opportunity for approximately
32 paintings to hang from our
membership. Most are 1/4 to 1/2 sheet
size paintings. The average price range is
$200-$450. The staff, patients and
visitors all enjoy the works as they pass
Continued on page 17

Opportunities
through the halls. Cut off for entries for
the next hang will be Oct. 25, 2012. Any
questions please fell free to contact
Charlene Burley at charnabe@aol.com
or check our information under events.
THE 43rd ANNUAL RIVER ROAD
SHOW, a national juried exhibition
sponsored by the Louisiana Art and
Artists’ Guild, is receiving entries for the
December 3 – January 30 exhibit at the
Louisiana State Archives building in
Baton Rouge, LA. Deadline for entries is
September 17. Entry fee is $40 for first
three entries and $5 for each additional
submission up to 10. This is a national
juried competition with cash & prizes of
$4000. All United States artists 18 years
and older are invited to submit any
original two-dimensional art except
photography or digitallycreated/enhanced works. The exhibition
will be juried and judged by
multidisciplinary artist Sam Corso. The
Prospectus and pictures of the 2011
exhibit are available at www.laagsite.org/River_Road_Show.html. Direct
questions to 43rd RRS at rrs@laagsite.org or PO Box 41115 Baton Rouge,
LA 70835.

What Makes a
Master?
Recently I
taught a
workshop in
southern
France and had
the opportunity
to spend time
afterwards at
the D’Orsay and
other museums
in Paris. I am so
glad we took that opportunity, as I saw
things in the paintings that I never
would have, had I seen only
reproductions in books. I asked myself,
what makes these painters Masters?

Obidos Roses – 19 x 25
American Watercolor Society
Gold Medal of Honor
School of Painting
Watercolor Workshops
September through December 2012
9/13-19, Stillpoint, AK • 9/24-28, Gloucester, VA •
10/8-11, San Diego, CA • 10/22-26, Boone, NC •
11/7-9, Ocean Park, WA • 11/13-16, Woodinville, WA
• 12/3-7, Scottsdale, AZ

Available at www.ericwiegardt.com
New DVD Series of 6:
Painting Loosely with
Photographs
Buy a set of 6, pay for 5
Or purchase individually.
Special Savings every month at www.ericwiegardt.com
Also on the Website and at Wiegardt Studio
Gallery are: Essential Design Workbook, WatercolorsFree and Easy Book, Instructional DVDs, Original
Paintings, Giclees Prints & Lithographs

Box 1114 · Ocean Park, WA 98640

(360) 665-5976

I believe the answer is twofold.
First, the artist must be able to
execute a discipline expertly. All artists
choose an individual discipline they
wish to pursue; no one can do all the
disciplines with facility. I say this,
because how many times have we
approached a painting thinking, “Now
how would so and so solve this
problem?”, without sitting down and
saying “How do I want to approach this
with the disciplines I have developed?”.
It takes a lot of courage and drive to
narrow one’s thought to a specific
discipline, especially if it is outside the
realm of common acceptance. I have
found no one discipline is the best, from

classical renaissance to modern nonobjective abstracts, but a discipline of
an area of study is essential, and takes
years.
The second element of the Master’s
is imagination. As Degas said “A picture
is first of all a product of the
imagination of the artist; it must never
be a copy. If then two or three natural
accents can be added, obviously no
harm can be done. The air we see in the
paintings of the Masters is never the air
we breathe”.
Every good painting needs a lie.
Documentation of reality makes for a
poor painting. Even staunch plein air
painters know this. After having judged
many national shows, I feel this is a real
weakness in American painting. We are
overloaded with renderers of reality, but
many are lacking
in imagination. Of
course, strict
adherence to a
photo reference
plays a big part in
this, but the same
could be said
working from life.
On the other
hand, there are
many paintings
being displayed in
America that are
not short on
imagination, but
woefully lacking in
discipline, to the
point where it is
taught in some
schools that all the
accumulated knowledge of the past is to
be thrown out the window and we are
to just express ourselves! The
“Emperor’s New Clothes” all over again!
However, as I judge a show, what a
thrill it is for me to view those artists
who know how to combine the two.
So I encourage you to learn your
craft, find an area of study that
fascinates you and sink your teeth into
it, and then learn to tell a good lie. Your
viewers will appreciate it!
Keep our brush wet!
Eric Wiegardt NWWS, AWS-DF

www.ericwiegardt.com
watercolors@ericwiegardt.com
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Step-by-Step Art Lesson by

Joe MacKechnie

Joe MacKechnie is one of my favorite
NWWS artists. His work is beautiful,
exciting and so expressive. I’m thrilled
to present to you this step-by-step demo
Joe created for the readers of the NWWS
Hot Press. Thank you Joe!
Over the past few years my
advancement in fine art has been
greatly influenced by developing
my skills in drawing. For me art has
become a new language through which
I can express my creativity and feelings.
My goal is to continue to expand my
understanding of artistic techniques
so they become the natural tools for
expressing my ideas and emotions.
The world provides me with an infinite
canvas. I seek qualities that are elusive, difficult to discover and portray.
Painting for me is about sharing my
view as I witness and savor the visual
moment.
This demo is an example of how I like
to experiment with different products
to see what happens. All of the
drawing and painting mediums I

used in this demo are water soluble or
water based products. For this demo
I also use an unconventional paper
that wasn’t intended for water based
products. Frosted Mylar or Acetate
was commonly used for architectural
or engineering ink drawings. However,
many contemporary artists have been
using this product for drawing. The
frosted Mylar has a tooth or textured
film which allows drawing mediums
to bind to the surface. There are many
other advantages for the product, such as:
1. It comes in large sheets that are
semi-transparent and different film
thicknesses,
2. I love the tactile feel of working on
the frosted side when using charcoal, graphite and pastels,
3. It is easy to correct mistakes; just
wash them off with water,
4. It is easier to work with than Yupo,
5. It doesn’t tear or wrinkle,
6. I can use an acrylic fixative to
permanently bind the drawing or
painting mediums to the frosted
side. This is great for working in

layers when I don’t want the new
layer disturbing the dried layer,
7. Erasers can be easily used as drawing tools. Also, erasing doesn’t damage the surface,
8. The material is semi-transparent. I
can slip colored paper, newspaper
or any other flat material under the
finished sheet and the colors, print,
etc can be seen through the Mylar
sheet, adding interest to the artwork.
Now for the demo!

Step 1
Blocking in the subject
Materials Used
1. 16 x 24 (half sheet) frosted Mylar
2. 2B graphite pencil
3. kneaded eraser
4. reference photograph
Goals
1. To work out the composition for placing the subject
2. To map in rough proportions for the subject
3. To position the subject for a given frame size
Process
During Step 1 I mark the borders of the display window for the frame
size I am planning to use. I then draw plumb lines and centerlines to
block in the head and face areas. Once these are in I can then judge
if the subject will be to a proper scale. I also review how the position
of the subject relates to the four sides of the window frame to see
if my composition is solid. This process is kept simple by making
quick observations and using straight lines (rather than curved) to
lay in the shape, angle and rotation of the head. For this phase of the
drawing, the design and scale need to be correct. If not, I erase and
start again.
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Step-by-Step Art Lesson by

Joe MacKechnie

Step 2
Lie in dark shadow shapes to position and describe the features of the
face
Materials Used
1. Lyra water-soluble graphite pencil 2B
2. Soft vine charcoal
3. Kneaded eraser, gum eraser, and pen eraser
4. Soft makeup brush
5. Water and small round brush
6. Rag or paper towel
Goals
1. Position the facial features in the right place
2. Explore alternative expressions
Process
Step 2 is about getting the eyes, nose and mouth in the right place. I’m not
interested in achieving a likeness. In fact, I purposely make the eyes and
mouth a little larger than in the reference photo to exaggerate them to see
how it will affect the expression.
After this step, I refer to the photograph only for shadow and light forms.

Step 2

This allows me to let the drawing evolve rather than getting bogged down with trying to replicate a likeness of the model.
Very freeing and more fun!
Step 3
Refine and finalize the drawing
Materials Used
1. Lyra water-soluble graphite pencils, 2B and 6B
2. Soft vine charcoal
3. Kneaded eraser, gum eraser, and pen eraser
4. Soft makeup brush
5. Water and a small round brush
6. Rag or paper towel
7. Krylon Crystal Clear Acrylic Coating (spray can)
Goals
1. A pleasing and engaging drawing
2. A soft, ethereal atmospheric look
Process
To reach completion of Step 3, it can take one or two hours or one or two
weeks! I’m always a little impatient with this phase because I can’t wait to
get to the painting phase. However, I know that if my drawing is wrong, so
will be the finished painting.
I finally convince myself that this drawing looks good and it’s now time to
move on to the next step. But, before I do I need to preserve the drawing
so it won’t be destroyed during the painting phase.
Step 3
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For this I use two coats of Krylon Crystal Clear Acrylic Coating spray. Note: apply the coatings outside. It is very toxic.
When dry, it is almost impossible to destroy the original drawing. Even when I have added paint I can still wash off the
paint with soap and water right down to my original drawing.

Step 4
Add cool colors to shadow areas
Materials Used
1. Veridian green or Pthalo green
watercolor
2. Colbalt blue or Pthalo blue
watercolor
3. Water and 1” flat brush
4. Rag or paper towel
Goals
1. Cool shadow colors to compliment
warm facial colors
2. Thin transparent glazes to build up
layers of colors.
Process
The advantage of painting on the frosted
Mylar with a coating of Krylon fixative
over the drawing is that it is very easy to
make corrections. The paint just washes
off without affecting the drawing or losing the whites.
The disadvantage is that the watercolor
paint will bead up on the surface if it is
too watery. Using thicker paint reduces
this problem.
You can also use other water-based
paints for differing effects, such as: poster
paints, gouache, tempura or other thicker
water-based paints. The Mylar frosted
surface is easier to work with than Yupo
papers. The frosted Mylar and Krylon
coating provides a “tooth” texture which
holds the paint.
Note: once each glaze is applied
and has dried you can spray a
Krylon coat over the paint layer so
it won’t be disturb with later paint
applications.
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Step 5
Final painting
Materials Used
1. Tube watercolors
2. Watercolor pencils and/or watercolor crayons
3. Water and watercolor brushes
4. Rag or paper towel
5. Optional paints: Gouache, tempura and poster paints
Goals
1. Warmer water-based paints for the lit side of the head and face
2. Experiment with different paint applications. If the first attempt doesn’t work, wash it off and start again
Process
The following images show three possible color schemes for this drawing.
When I completed a painting with a particular color scheme, I snapped a photo so I could refer to it later. I then washed
off all of the paint and picked a different color scheme for a new painting using the same drawing. I could continue this
process forever until I find one that I liked.
This is a great way to experiment with color without losing the original drawing.

Step 5
Version 1

Step 5
Version 2

Step 5
Version 3
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Joe MacKechnie
Painting for the Fun of It
(weekly class, 5 sessions)
October 24, 31, November 7, 14 and 28, 2012
Wednesday afternoons, 2:00pm to 5:00pm
Cole Gallery, downtown Edmonds WA
www.colegallery.net

Conclusions
Which painted version did you like…
none?
Then, just wash the paint off and
frame the drawing.

Fun Drawing Crazily Creative Portraits
(1-day workshop)
November 17, 2012
Cole Gallery, downtown Edmonds WA
www.colegallery.net

It was pretty good to begin with.

- Joe MacKechnie

Joe lives in the Pacific Northwest and
following retirement has been pursuing
a career in fine art. He continues to develop his skills, techniques and style in
all mediums and has received many local and national awards for his work.
Joe is a signature member of the Northwest Watercolor Society and the Puget
Sound Group of NW Painters. He also is
a member of the American Impressionist Society, the Oil Painters of America,
the Northwest Pastel Society and is the
past president of the Eastside Association of Fine Arts and past president of
the Puget Sound Group of NW Painters.
Joe teaches art workshops locally and
in Europe. Joe currently has artworks in
several local galleries and has had artworks in the Butler Institute of American Art in Youngstown, Ohio and the
National Arts Club, Grand Gallery in
New York, NY.
To see or purchase Joe’s artwork, visit
www.jlmackechnie.com or email Joe at
joe@netos.com.

Upcoming Workshops:
Holistic Drawing (1-day workshop)
August 18, 2012
Cole Gallery, downtown Edmonds WA
www.colegallery.net
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I’ve washed off the paint and
I’m back to the original drawing.

Figure Drawing (3-day workshop)
September 21-23, 2012
Arts Umbrella at Country Village,
Bothell WA
Contact: joe@netos.com or rileydk@
comcast.com
The Drawing Experience
(weekly class, 5 sessions)
October-November 2012
Wednesday mornings, 10:30am to
1:30pm
Cole Gallery, downtown Edmonds WA
www.colegallery.net
Painting for the Fun of It
(weekly class, 5 sessions)
October-November 2012
Wednesday afternoons, 2:00pm to 5:00pm
Cole Gallery, downtown Edmonds WA
www.colegallery.net
Creative Portraits (3-day workshop)
October 26-28, 2012
Arts Umbrella at Country Village,
Bothell WA
Contact: joe@netos.com or
rileydk@comcast.com
Holistic Drawing (weekly class, 5 sessions)
October 24, 31, November 7, 14 and 28, 2012
Wednesday mornings, 10:30am to 1:30pm
Cole Gallery, downtown Edmonds WA
www.colegallery.net

Portrait Painting (3-day workshop)
January 22-24, 2013
Arts Umbrella at Country Village,
Bothell WA
Contact: joe@netos.com or
rileydk@comcast.com
Venice, Italy Plein Air Workshop
(10-day workshop)
April 21-29, 2013
Flyer available at:
http://files.faso.us/5994/2234.pdf

Upcoming Shows
Featured Artist Show Joe Mac Kechnie
Date: November 15, 2012
Location: Cole Gallery, 107 5th Ave S.,
Edmonds Washington 98020
www.colegallery.net

Galleries Representing Joe Mac Kechnie
Cole Gallery
www.colegallery.net
425-697-2787
107 5th Ave S
Edmonds WA 98020
Contact: Denise Cole
Email: info@colegallery.net

Miele Gallery & Framing
www.facebook.com/pages/Miele-Gallery-Framing/100821419995496
907-772-2161
211 Nordic Drive, PO Box 353
Petersburg Alaska 99833
Contact: Beth Loesch
Email: mielegallery@gmail.com

International Plein Air Painting Workshops with Joe Mac Kechnie
April 21— 29, 2013
Plein Air Painting in Venice Italy

Thank you to our patrons.
72nd Annual Open Exhibition 2012
Fine Art Studio Online
Jerry’s Artarama
Utrecht
Art in the Mountains
HK Holbein
Richeson Art Supply
M. Graham & Co
Northwest Cellars
Winsor & Newton
Salis International
iPrintFromHome.com
Strathmore
Canson Inc
Creative Catalyst Production
Artpoints.net
Professional Artist Magazine
adgprinting.com
American Frame
Bellevue Art & Frame
Grumbacher
Alyson Stanfield / Art Biz
Faber-Castell USA, Inc
Royal & Langnickel
Dakota Art
Watercolor Artist Magazine
International Artist
University Bookstore

www.faso.com/
www.jerrysartarama.com/
www.utrechtart.com/
www.artinthemountains.com
www.holbeinhk.com/
www.richesonart.com/
www.mgraham.com/
www.northwestcellars.com/
www.winsornewton.com/
www.docmartins.com/
iprintfromhome.com/
www.strathmoreartist.com/
www.cansonstudio.com
ccpvideos.com/
www.artpoints.net
www.artcalendar.com/
www.adgprinting.com/
www.americanframe.com/
www.bellevueartandframe.com/
www.grumbacherart.com
artbizcoach.com/
www.faber-castell.us
www.royalbrush.com
www.dakotaartstore.com/
www.watercolorartistmagazine.com
www.international-artist.com/
www.bookstore.washington.edu

Waterworks 2011
Richeson Art Supply
Cheap Joes
Blick Art Materials
Phoenix Art Restoration
Airfloat Systems, Inc
Artpoints.net
Golden Artist Colors
Creative Catalyst Productions
Frye Art Museum
Don Andrews
Artist & Craftsman Supply
Shirley Jordan
Scharff Brushes, Inc
F+W Media
Ottlite
Seattle Art Museum
Martin/ F. Weber

www.richesonart.com/
www.cheapjoes.com/
www.dickblick.com/
www.phoenixartrestoration.com/
www.airfloatsys.com/
www.artpoints.net/
www.goldenpaints.com/
ccpvideos.com/
fryemuseum.org/
www.donandrews.net/
www.artistcraftsman.com/
www.shirleyjordan.blogspot.com
www.artbrush.com/
www.fwmedia.com/
community/fine-art/
www.ottlite.com/
www.seattleartmuseum.org/
www.weberart.com/

Reserve your spot by
contacting:
Joe Mac Kechnie
Phone: 206-930-4101
Email: joe@netos.com
www.jlmackechnie.com

On April 21, 2013, you will arrive at the Marco Polo airport in Venice
and then take an express ATVO bus to the city of Venice. From
there the adventure begins with a ride on a public water bus down
the Grand Canal to the Academia bridge stop. With a short walk to
Hotel Belle Arte, you will be at your temporary home which will serve
as our base for the next eight days. During that time you will be
enjoying Plein Air workshops with NW artist Joe Mac Kechnie, visiting
art museums, tasting local cuisine and wine, experiencing Vivaldi
music, and enjoying the visual feast and magic of Venice. With our
multiple day Vaporetto pass, we’ll explore canals winding through
the city and travel wherever we wish for interesting subject matter to
paint.
Pricing:
$3200 per person, single occupancy
$2800 per person, double occupancy
$2100 per person, non artist, double occupancy
All prices are in US $s
Included in the pricing:
• Bus shuttle to and from Venice airport
• Hotel room for 8 days and nights
• Continental breakfast
• 2 special group dinners
• 9-day pass for public water taxis (Vaporetto)
• Vivaldi concert
• Guggenheim museum ticket
• Morano Island trip
• Art instruction

Deposit & full payment
• Deposit: 50% down to
reserve a spot by
August 1, 2012
• Final 50%: by
December 31, 2012
Not included in the pricing:
• Tips, phones, personals
• 7 dinners and drinks
• Lunches and drinks
• Air fares

Thank you to all our volunteers!
One thing all non profit organizations have in common
are the scores of dedicated volunteers that help their
organization run. Non profits and community groups
couldn't function without their volunteers and at The
Northwest Watercolor Society we are no different. Thank
you to all the volunteers who contribute their time, energy,
and ideas to NWWS!
According to "Volunteering in America", 63.5 million
volunteers in the US give 8.1 billion hours to non profit
organizations each year for a dollar value of over $150
billion dollars. Wow!
If you are interested in volunteering, please contact the
NWWS. We would love to welcome you to our awesome
team of volunteers!
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A Brush with Art
Northwest Watercolor Society
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